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Solutions for the July Math Problem Set: Prime Factorization and 

Divisibility Tricks  

(Grades 4 – 8) 

Prime Factorization 

1) Give the prime factorization of 70. Is 70 prime or composite? 

         ; 70 is composite. 

2) Give the prime factorization of 62. Is 62 prime or composite? 

        ; 62 is composite. 

3) Give the prime factorization of 31. Is 31 prime or composite? 

      ; 31 is prime. 

4) What is the sum of the first 5 positive prime numbers, assuming 1 is neither 
prime nor composite? * 

              

5) What is the sum of the first 5 composite numbers, assuming 1 is neither 
prime nor composite? * 

              

6) What is the first number whose prime factorization includes the first 5 
prime numbers? 

                

7) John has two kids, Joe and Jimmy. The age of each is a prime number and 
the sum of their ages is 40. How old is John? 

John is the oldest of the three people. There are 3 people involved. If 2 of the 

people have odd ages, the third has to have an even age in order for the sum to 

be even (                 ). If 2 of the people have even ages, the third 

has to have an even age in order for the sum to be even (               

    ). If 1 person has an even age and the other person has an odd age, the third 
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has to have an odd age for the sum to be even. This is basically the same as the 

first possibility. In all cases, 1 of the numbers is even. The only even prime 

number is 2 because its only factors are itself and 1. Other even numbers are a 

multiple of 2. They have another factor. So, the youngest of the 3 people is 2 

years old. For the sum to be 40, the sum of the ages of the other 2 people has to 

be 38. This is John and 1 of his kids. Trial and error leads to the fact that John is 31 

years old and his older son is 7 years old. 

8) List every even prime number. 

This question is tricky. The answer is simply 2 because, as mentioned before, all 

other even numbers are multiples of 2. The only factors of 2 are 1 and itself, so 2 

is considered prime. When given problems like this one, do not merely start listing 

prime numbers and figuring out the pattern after writing down many numbers. 

Instead, take a step back and think about what even numbers really are (multiples 

of 2). Then the problem will seem easy. 

9) How many prime numbers are square? 

Here is another tricky question. The answer is 0. There are no prime numbers that 

are square because every square number has a factor (the number that it is a 

square of). The only exception is 1, but 1 is neither prime nor composite. To find 

out why, look at the footnote at the bottom of this worksheet. 

10) Give the number whose prime factorization is           

There is no trick to this question. It is a simple question that asks you to multiply 

the numbers provided. When you perform this multiplication, either mentally or 

with a calculator, the answer is 72. 

 

Divisibility Tricks 

1) How many numbers are divisible by 8, but not divisible by 2? 

If a number is divisible by 8, it must be divisible by 2. The answer is 0. 
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2) Adam picks a number. Bob divides Adam’s number by each number 2-10 
and finds each remainder to be 1. What is the smallest possible value for 
Adam’s number? 
 

Hint: Do not use divisibility tricks on Adam’s number itself. Manipulate his 
number so that it is divisible by all numbers 2-10. 

    is divisible by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. The LCM (Least Common Multiple) 
of 2 and 3 is 6, of 6 and 4, is 12, of 12 and 5 is 60, of 60 and 6 is 60, of 60 and 7 is 
420, of 420 and 8 is 840, of 840 and 9 is 2520, of 2520 and 10 is 2520. Since 
            2521 

3) There are   pencils in a box. When   is divided by 7, the remainder is 2, 
when   is divided by 5, the remainder is 2, and when   is divided by 3, the 
remainder is 2. What is the smallest possible value of  ? 
 
Hint: Use last question’s hint. 

    is divisible by 7, 3, and 5.             107. 

4) Mark picks the number 1313 and says it is not divisible by any number 
between 2 and 11. Is he correct? If not, which numbers are his number 
divisible by? 

Using our divisibility tricks, we can prove that Mark is correct. A different 
approach is to factor 1313.            . No number between 2 and 11 is 
included in the prime factorization, so Mark is correct. 

5) How many five-digit multiples of 11 are there whose digits add up to 30? 

This is an example of a problem that requires casework. If we call the digits 
             , then                                  
                      We conclude that                   -11, 0, 11, or 
22. Subtracting the second equation from the first, we find that       
             . Since digits must be whole numbers, 
                              .  

If                   (   ) (   ) (   ) (   )    (   )             
               (     ) (     )    (     ). Since each pair of values for b and d 
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can pair up with any trio of values for a, c, and e, there are        ways for 
this case. 

If                    (   ) (   ) (   )   (   )                
                                                                   By 
continuing to count possibilities, we conclude that there are                
                                                   . There are 
         ways for this case. 

In total, we have 291 five-digit numbers that are divisible by 11 and have digits 
that add up to 30. 

6) A sequence is made from the two-digit number   by multiplying the first 
digit by 3 and added to the second-digit. What is the lowest value in the 
sequence if the number is divisible by 7? 

This utilizes our divisibility-by-seven trick. You merely have to try one possible 
value of   to see that the lowest value is 7. 

7) How many positive numbers between 1 and 12, excluding 1 and 12, divide 
(are factors of) 120? 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 are all factors of 120. The answer is 7. 

8) Eric multiplies all numbers between -2011 and 2011. He adds a number to 
the product so that the sum is divisible by 8 and 9. How many one-digit 
numbers other than 1 and 0 is the result divisible by? 

Because Eric’s product contains one zero, his entire product is 0. This information 

doesn’t help us at all. In fact, all we need is the fact that the result is divisible by 8 

and 9. The result is thus divisible by 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 9. The answer is 6. 

9) There is a number that leaves a remainder of 9 when divided by 10, leaves 
a remainder of 8 when divided by 9, leaves a remainder of 7 when divided 
by 8 … and leaves a remainder of 1 when divided by 2. What is the smallest 
number that satisfies these conditions? 

    is a factor of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. In an earlier problem, it has been 

established that the LCM of these numbers is 2520. The answer is 2519. 
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10) The 5-digit number 12A3B is divisible by both 4 and 9. If A and B are 
different, what is the positive difference between A and B? 

Because 12A3B is divisible by 4, B is either 2 or 6. If B is 6, then the sum of the 

digits is 12 + A. Since A is a digit and 12 + A must be divisible by 9, A is 6. In this 

case, A and B are the same. Therefore, B is 2 and 8 + A is divisible by 9. A is 1 and 

|          | = the positive value, which is 1. 

*1 is neither prime nor composite. The definition of a prime number is a number 
with only 2 factors, 1 and itself. For the number 1, 1 and itself are the same. It 
doesn’t fit the description of a prime number but it certainly does not have any 
other number as a factor. Mathematicians feel it convenient to rule 1 as neither 
prime nor composite. 


